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 and he has received a scholarship to travel to the newly formed . After a long and stressful application process Chander Pahar's
final selection was approved and he was offered a . Chander Pahar is extremely poor. He is left with Rs.4 per day to support
himself. He goes on the ‘’Chandernagore-Jalpaiguri Road’’ in search of money. His home is a mud hut with a leaky roof and

shabby furnishings. He shares the hut with several animals, including a . During his travels, Chander Pahar experiences hardship
and encounters difficulty. He struggles to find food, clothing, shelter and a place to sleep. Despite these obstacles he continues

his journey. While out foraging, he encounters a violent altercation with two missionaries. In spite of the missionaries' efforts to
threaten him, he manages to escape. Another such encounter occurs when he sneaks into a white man's home to steal food. In

spite of his awareness of the consequences of what he has done, he is forced to turn to a stranger for help. He is unaware that the
stranger is a . During his travels Chander Pahar encounters hardships and dangers. He encounters . He makes mistakes and faces

difficulties. He is unaware of the consequences of his decisions and actions. He is forced to do things he does not want to do.
Other Two other books, named "Chandrer Pahar" and "Chandrer Pahar Ki Akhbar" are written by Choudhuri. Another book
"Chander Pahar Pareekon Toor Monir Yugto" written by Prabir Choudhuri. The Bengali newspaper, Saptahik Prothom Alo
started a comic strip series called "Chander Pahar" which was based on the novel. This comic strip was written by Kaushik

Ganguly, founder and editor of the newspaper. The first English version of the novel was written by Paul L. Underwood and was
released in 1926. Chander Pahar is mentioned in the song "Pibar" from the movie Kahaani. Shankar Ray Choudhuri is the

namesake of the Shankar Ray Choudhuri Memorial International Award. This is a prize for student of Literature awarded by the
University of Calcutta. References External links Category:1926 novels 520fdb1ae7
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